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Black carbon is an ever-growing global problem and one of the most 
important environmental issues of this generation. Black carbon, also known 
as soot, is a highly polluting substance and it is the second-largest polluter 
after carbon dioxide. BC consists of pure carbon in various forms and is 
produced by the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels, biofuels, and biomass. 
It is transported by air movement and wind, but can also be transferred by 
rain and snow. The positive aspect of BC is that it only stays in the 
atmosphere for a few days or weeks, whereas the atmospheric lifetime of 
carbon dioxide is about 100 years. The removal of black carbon from the 
atmosphere can have a major impact on the environment and human health. 
Because of its short lifetime, the results of its removal are visible after only a 
few weeks.

Black carbon not only threatens major cities and the places where it is 
produced but because it is light and travels fast, it is a major threat to the 
polar ice caps. Every day it can travel thousands of kilometers from where it is 
produced to the Arctic, Himalayas, and Antarctica. Because BC is black, it 
absorbs a large amount of solar radiation, and even a small amount of soot 
deposited on snow or ice causes rapid melting. 

Black carbon warms the climate in two ways. Firstly, when it is suspended in 
the atmosphere, it absorbs direct sunlight and generates heat that warms the 
air and affects the formation of clouds and thus precipitation in some regions. 
Secondly, when deposited on snow and ice, it performs the same function - 
absorbing sunlight and trapping it instead of reflecting it into space, 
accelerating the melting of the most reflective natural elements - snow and 
ice. Recent studies suggest that black carbon is responsible for more than 
40% of the ice melt and rapid warming in the Arctic, which will lead to even 
faster warming and wildlife extinction if no action is taken. BC has also been 
shown to be one of the main reasons for rapid ice melt in the Himalayas, 
which is the region’s main source of freshwater. Moreover, BC has recently 
been found even in Antarctica. The place where about 80% of the world’s 
freshwater is stored and the area accounts for 90% of the snow and ice cover. 

The polar ice caps are the largest reflective surface on Earth, snow and ice are 
much more reflective than land or even water. Once BC is deposited on 
surfaces with a high albedo, its particles reduce the total albedo available to 
reflect solar energy to space. The reduced albedo of snow increases the 
surface temperature, which decreases the snow-covered area and causes the 
ice caps to melt much faster. The ice caps will trap the sun’s energy instead of 
reflecting it, the water level will rise dramatically, we will lose more than 80% 
of the earth’s freshwater reserves to the oceans, numerous species will 
become extinct, and the temperature on earth will be higher than ever before.

Firstly, the thesis is focused on how black carbon is deposited, where and by 
what means it is formed. But more importantly, how it moves and which 
albedo surface on Earth is most threatened by the deposition of black carbon 
aerosols. This initial research helped determine the site based on how 
vulnerable it is.

The project then breaks down into two main phases. Phase one is the capture 
station. It is researched and constructed to capture the greatest amount of 
soot from the atmosphere in the area. This capture station is located where 
the winds are stronger and ship transport is more frequent. Once captured 
black carbon can be filtered out of the air and reused to make building 
materials such as tiles and bricks, it is also used to make pigments such as ink.

Phase two of the project will be a building built with the captured pollution, it 
will be a research center, a museum, but also a monument (a warning sign) 
showing that as long as this building expands or others are built in different 
places around the world, the earth is at risk and there is something extra we 
can do to stop global warming and especially black carbon emissions. Phase 
two will not only serve as a research center and museum for further 
education and study of the local climate and air status, but it will be a “red 
flag” for all of us, signaling that even if the problem is not visible, it does not 
mean it is not there. The building’s function is not therefore to save the planet 
and completely eliminate air pollution in the region. It aims to raise 
awareness, to bring a discussion, and to provoke as a contradictory artwork 
itself.



Deposited black carbon on the ice surface of the Arctic. 

Here the negative effect of BC deposited on the snowy surface of the Arctic can be seen. The BC 
traps so much heat that it creates small rives carved in the otherwise thick snow surface.

[1] [2]

[3]

[4]



Items created using recycled black carbon.
1. Air-Ink (ink made out of collected soot from diesel engines)
2. Carbon Tiles (tile made out of recycled black carbon, cement, marble powder and marble chunks)

1.

2.

[5] [6]

[8][7]
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Firstly, the thesis is focused on how black carbon is deposited, where and by
what means it is formed. But more importantly, how it moves and which
albedo surface on Earth is most threatened by the deposition of black carbon
aerosols. This initial research helped determine the site based on how
vulnerable it is.

On the following map are shown the wildfires all over the earth as an average 
statistics for 2020. On the map are shown their location as well as their 
intensity. The reason for creating this map was to show the most common and 
harmful nonhuman activity, which can release BC into the atmosphere. 
Wildfires have a huge negative impact in various forms such as local 
temperature rise, wildlife extinction, houses burning down, etc. But they have 
a huge impact on the atmosphere by releasing massive amounts of BC.

However, creating this map was not enough because the BC particles are 
extremely light and travel thousands of kilometers before deposited on the 
ground, so further reseach was made to prove that the aerosols can travel 
vast distances befere their final destination. 



30101.00.1

Fire Pixels average for 2020

source: NASA Earth Observatory
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pollution (PM2.5) and contributes to climate change.

Black carbon is formed by the incomplete combustion of 
fossil fuels, wood and other fuels. Complete combustion 
would turn all carbon in the fuel into carbon dioxide (CO2), 
but combustion is never complete and CO2, carbon 
monoxide, volatile organic compounds, and organic carbon 
and black carbon particles are all formed in the process. 
The complex mixture of particulate matter resulting from 
incomplete combustion is often referred to as soot.
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The following map is showing the black carbon aerosols- their movement and 
thickness.  

Because of the ocean currents and winds in the northern hemisphere, the BC 
aerosols are traveling toward the north pole much quicker than toward the 
south pole. Antarctica has an advantage being further away from the other 
continents and the access there is very restricted, therefore fewer ships are 
going to the continent and the effect of BC is very minimal. However, in 2019 
scientists found the biggest amount of soot aerosols deposited on the surface 
of Antarctica so far. This, unfortunately, implies that even though it is very far 
from the other populated continents if measures are not taken the next 
''victim'' of BC will probably be Antarctica.

Based on the current research the Arctic is arguably one the most affected 
albedo surface on the planet. The BC deposited there affects not only the 
people living in the area but the wildlife and of course the snow cover, which 
is extremely important for our survival.

As we can see in the northern hemisphere and around the Arctic circle those 
aerosols, with the help of continental and non-continental winds, are 
traveling north, where their journey comes to an end and they fall on the 
ground. 

Moreover, on here are illustrated using pie charts other factors that are 
releasing BC, such as transport, agriculture, households, etc.
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Based on the research and the mapping the conclusion was that the condition 
of the Arctic’s albedo surface is much more endangered than any other 
albedo surface on the planet. 

The data collected led to the Arctic and more specific to the Arctic circle, 
therefore the next step was to zoom in more closely and examine the BC 
impact on the Arctic circle itself. The following map shows the amount of soot 
deposited in the Arctic and the territories surrounding it. 

The research also shows the impact of BC- average change of temperatures 
and snow cover. For instance, in 1980 the snow coverage was 7.8 million sq. 
km. and in 2008 was measured 4.7 million sq. km. About 40% of this loss is 
caused by black carbon.  

Black carbon is something that we can be prevented and the effect of the 
attempt will be seen within a few weeks or months. The project aims to raise 
this particular environmental problem and inform about it through 
architecture.
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The research led to the island of Svalbard. As one of the northeast and most 
populated areas, Svalbard is the perfect location for the project.

Two sites are in the west part of the island, and they are about 11 km. 
(straight line) away from each other. 

Phase 1 - the collecting station will be in Grumant located on the west coast 
of Svalbard. Grumant is a former company settlement established in 1912 
and about 11 km. away from Longyearbyen. It is located in Spitsbergen the 
largest of the Svalbard’s archipelagos islands. Phase one’s site is located near 
the sea, where the winds are stronger and the movement of air is frequent. 
Furthermore, the location used to be a harbor back in the 20th century and 
later abandoned. By placing the collecting station there the area can go back 
to its original state- visited by tourists, easy to access by ships and boats, and 
it will bring back the industrial and vibrant atmosphere of Grumant.

Phase 2- the research center will be located in the southwest of 
Longyearbyen, where the end of the city meets the mountains. Longyearbyen 
is the largest city in Svalbard and it attracts more than 50 000 tourists each 
year. The research center will be located in the valley of the mountains, which 
are framing an amazing view of the city and the sea to the northeast. The 
building will attract even more tourists and researchers with its new museum, 
library, and climate research center. 

The two phases of the project will be connected via an electric cable car, 
which will be used to bring materials from Grumant to Longyearbyen and of 
course for tourism purposes, which will make the journey quicker and full of 
amazing views of Svalbard’s landscape. 



Sites

Phase
1

Phase
2

Both sites are located in Svalbard. 

Phase 1 is located in Grumant, which is a abandant
harbour on the west coast of Svalbard.

Phase 2 is located in Longyearbyen, which is the largest
city in Svalbard with 2500 permenent citizens and about
40 000 - 50 000 tourists each year.

Cable car route, transporting building elements from
site 1 to  site 2.

Wind direction.

Phase 1 site: Grumant Phase 1 site: Grumant Phase 2 site: Longyearbyen Phase 2 site: Longyearbyen



Site 1 - Gumant
Collecting station. 

Site 2 - Longyearbyen
Research lab and museum. 

Views.

Access to the site.

Wind direction.

Cable Car route.

Cable Car.
Distance 11 km.

Site 1.
Site 2.

Site 1 - Gumant
Collecting station. 

Site 2 - Longyearbyen
Research lab and museum. 
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This particular area of Longyearbyen, picked for the location of phase two 
was not selected based only on its views and the surrounding mountains. 
Longyearbyen used to be a cole-mining town and which was the main 
industry up to 1996 when the last mine was closed.  

The mining of coal is extremely polluting but now that the city’s main 
livelihood is the tourism from the new establishments in Longyearbyen a 
building build with pollution, in my opinion, will bring a great impact to the 
town.

Right next to the site of phase two, build up in the mountain is one of the 
abandoned coal mines in the city, which is a symbol of the old look of 
Longyearbyen. It is in contrast to the newly established building build with 
the harmful waste harvest and used as a new type of material.

Furthermore, the old cable cars used to transport the coal from the mine to 
other locations in the city are now substituted with a new and electric cable 
car symbol of the past but using the technology of today. 

The area now has its new scientific establishments such as The Agricultural 
University of Norway, The University Centre in Svalbard, The European 
Incoherent Scatter Scientific Association, and the Svalbard Global Seed Vault 
but the construction of the new research center will bring the nostalgia of the 
past with the perspective of tomorrow.



[11]

[9]

[10]

[12]
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Phase 1 - the collecting station is located in an abandoned settlement on the 
west coast of Svalbard. Its location is strategically picked to have strong 
winds and more air circulation. Thus, more of the surrounding air will be 
cleaned and more black carbon will be collected. The valley where the 
collecting station is positioned plays the role of a funnel and makes the wind 
circulation stronger and more frequent.
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The collecting station is lifted off the ground, so there is a greater chance to 
collect black carbon aerosols before they are deposited.

Each level serves a function important to collect and clean the gathered 
ambient air from BC but also from as much CO2 as possible. At the end of the 
cleaning process around 90% of the collected ambient air is cleaned from all 
negative emissions and it is released back into the atmosphere.  

The stored black carbon is then mixed with insulated concrete and molded 
into the building blocks needed for phase 2. 

The collected CO2 emissions are stored for future fuel production.



platform.

Wire-framed protective dance.

Meshed path (walk-able area).

Stairs connecting level 1 to level 2.

Structural column.

Electrical rail connecting all 3 levels.

Wire-framed protective dance.

Stairs in the structural column connecting 
all 3 levels.

Building elements manufacturing
space.

Cleaning ambient air - level 1.

Black Carbon storage and small elements 
manufacturing - level 2.

Building elements manufacturing and 
admin - level 3.

Open space in preparation for cable car 
transportation.

Cable Car mechanism.
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The first level of the collecting station is where the cleaning process is taking 
place. 

Firstly, the ambient air is sucked in by big fans and transported to a storage 
tank. Because the air does not contain only CO2 and BC, they need to be 
separated from the other substances. Secondly, the air is filtered by a 
solution, which separates the soot and all its heavy metals from the CO2 and 
the air. 

At this point, the soot is separated from the air. It is then filtered again, where 
all heavy metals and other substances are eliminated and what is left is the 
black carbon powder.

On the other hand, the cleaned from soot air is cooled down and filtered once 
more with a water-based solution, which separated the CO2 from the air. 
Once this process is ended the now 90% clean air is released back into the 
atmosphere and the CO2 is stored for future use.

The black carbon on the other hand moves via an electric rail up to the next 
floor for mixing and preparation.



Ambient Air IN.

Solution tanks. Cooling tanks.

Black Carbon storage.Filters.

Clean Air OUT
Cleaned out of BC
and up to 90%
form CO2

Storage tank - CO2.Water basted solution.

Storage Ambient Air..

Level 3.

Level 2.

Level 1.
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The second level is where the black carbon is mixed with concrete to create 
the building blocks needed for the construction of phase 2.  Here most of the 
smaller elements are being mixed and molded in the shapes needed.

At this point, the concrete mix is ready to be transported to the third and final 
level for the production of bigger and heavier building blocks.



Storage shelves.

Servers.

Press for small  elements.Filter.

Solution tanks.Water based solution tanks. Clean Black Carbon.

Level 3.

Level 2.

Level 1.

Concrete mixing.

CNC machine.
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The concrete mixed with black carbon powder is now transported to level 
tree, where it will be poured into molds pre-made for each building block 
needed for the construction of phase two.

At level three is located not only in the manufacturing process but also the 
administrative hub for the whole structure. 

Once all blocks are being manufactured they are left to dry and then shipped 
via the electric cable car to Longyearbyen, which is the site for phase 2.



Building elements manufacturing
space.

Storage and admin space.

Level 3.

Level 2.

Level 1.
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A full diagram of the collecting, filtering, and molding process for the 
manufacturing of the building blocks.

Once all building elements for phase two are cast the collecting station will 
continue to function as a local air filtering system, even more of these stations 
I envision appear around Svalbard and later in other locations. The collected 
from those stations' black carbon can be used to create the same building 
somewhere else around the globe. A second piece of architecture to inform 
about the air quality and to show the amount of black carbon in the air and its 
negative effects. If more of these ‘red flag’ buildings are build then more 
people will be informed about BC and the type of substance it is.



Ambient Air IN.

Storage ambient Air. Solution tank. The 
solution which sepa-
rates the soot from 
the air.

Filter. Separating 
Black Carbon from 
the other heavy 
metals.

Black Carbon storage.

Cooling tanks. Here 
which separates the 
CO2 from the air.

Storage tank containing 
CO2.

Clean Air OUT. Up to 90% 

the atmosphere.

Carbon to create the pour-

block.

-

block.



Phase 1 - Collecting station- Interior view - Level 1
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Phase 2 - the research center is a ‘’red flag’’ building - a structure that not only 
serves as a new research center and a museum but as a sign of awareness. 
Black carbon is an element so small that can rarely be seen with the naked 
eye. Being build with BC, phase two aims to show that this harmful element is 
in the air we breathe in. People will be able to see it, touch it, and even smell it 
in order to get a better understanding of what is in the air.

The building will be constructed in phases depending on the supply of black 
carbon. Once enough BC has been collected a new phase of the building will 
be constructed. Therefore the expansion of the building will symbolize the 
status of the air quality in the region. 
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Phase 2 will be split into five main stages. Once enough black carbon is 
collected the construction of phase 1 will begin, then phase 2, and so on. 

Between the stages, the building will be sealed with temporary walls, which 
will later be substituted with the next construction phase of the project. 

The reason for splitting the building into five stages is the inability to 
calculate how much black carbon will be collected for a set period. Thus the 
building will function while waiting for more BC to be collected.



First stage is the entrance area, the reception and 
cafeteria. The building blocks are made off site and 
only arranged on site. Once enough Black Carbon 
is collected the moulding of the blocks for stage 
two starts.

First stage.
Main entrance, Reception
Cafeteria.

Second stage.
Reception, Library and
Part of the museum.

Third stage.
Reception, Library and
Museum.

Fourth stage.
Reception, Library and

(Administration).

Fifth stage.
Reception, Library and

Research centre.

Main entrance, Reception
Cafeteria.

Library and
Part of the museum.

Single building block. Main entrance, Reception
Cafeteria.

Library and
Part of the museum.

Main entrance, Reception
Cafeteria.

Museum and Workshops.

Library and
Part of the museum.

Main entrance, Reception
Cafeteria.

Museum and Workshops.

Library and
Part of the museum.

Main entrance, Reception
Cafeteria.

Museum and Workshops.

Research centre.

Temporary walls.



Phase 2 - Research centre - Exterior view - Under construction
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The design of the building is unconventional, inspired by Tom Wiscombe and 
the way he is playing with the external envelope in contrast to the interior 
spaces.

The building looks very linear and even quite boxy externally. It follows the 
site and frames the views but is very squarish and not much different from 
the surrounding buildings. However, the building does not seems to be what it 
is. Once experiencing it from the inside the perception of the spaces changes. 
Very much like the black carbon in the air- the air we breathe in appears to be 
very clean unless we look at it under a microscope and see what is hiding 
inside.

The structure was designed from the inside out. The interior spaces were 
created as blocks and modeled in a way to serve their functions, they were 
given a scale and purpose. Then the blocks were shaped and were sculpted to 
fit the set functions even better by creating very interesting internal spaces 
simultaneously. 

After, the sculpted spaces were fitted in a box, shaped to frame the views and 
follow the site appropriately.  Once the external envelope was finalized the 
inside spaces were carved from it, creating a symbiotic relationship between 
the exterior and the interior. 

The next step was to split the building into small building blocks, which will be 
individually molded and put together on site. 

Because the building was designed from the inside-out- the wall thicknesses 
vary, but that was taken as an advantage to run the much-needed in cold 
climate heating pipes and service wires.



Research centre.

Public W.C. Museum and worshop
space.

Main entrance.Corridor connecting all
spaces.

Museum. Library.

Entrance block.

Reaserch centre.

Public W.C.
The spaces within the building were 
created using SubD tool. They were 

space with its required dimensions.

from what is hiding inside.  

Once both the internal spaces and the 

-
ment of the building.

Reaserch centre. Reaserch centre.Caffeteria and reception. Access to the museum. Library.

Museum
and worshop
space.

Library.
Main entrance.
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The following page shows a diagram of the vertical access through the 
building, as well as the private spaces shown in red and the public spaces 
shown in blue. 



Art studio and Workshops.

Museum.

Library.

Boiler and Technical room.

Cafeteria.

Research centre and Laboratory.

Office.

Cafeteria.

Research centre
and Laboratory. Circulation.

Private spaces.

Public spaces.



Circulation.

Private spaces.

Public spaces.

Underground Level Floor Plan.
Scale 1:100 @ A2

Research centre and Laboratory.



Research centre and Laboratory.

Ground Level Floor Plan.
Scale 1:100 @ A2

Perminant exhibition.Temporary exhibition.

Main entrance.

Public W.C.

Lab entrance.Cafeteria kitchen.

Cafeteria.

Meeting room.

Private W.C.



Upper Level Floor Plan.
Scale 1:100 @ A2

Boiler and Technical
room.

Corridor.

Libbrary.

Cafeteria.

Temporary exhibition. Art studio and Workshops.



Long Section A-A - Research Centre.
Scale 1:100 @ A2

A A



Phase 2 - Research centre - Interior view - Laboratory



Phase 2 - Research centre - Interior view - Cafeteria



Long Section B-B - Library an Museum
Scale 1:100 @ A2B B



Phase 2 - Research centre - Interior view - Museum and Workshop



Phase 2 - Research centre - Exterior view
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In conclusion, the project aims to raise awareness and to introduce a fairly 
new material that can be incorporated and reused in a combination of the 
most common building material such as concrete and cement etcetera. Whit 
this design I aimed to provoke. My impact with this project as an architect is 
to create an innovative piece of architecture, which is an artwork on its own. 
The building does not aim to clean the air fully and to save the world, The 
building aims to inform and to bring awareness through architecture. The 
black color of the building in contrast to its surroundings aims to attract more 
people to see it, touch it, smell it, and thus educate. 

I use my design to inform, bring a discussion and provoke. The accommodated 
in the building museum biggest artwork is the building itself. 

This is hopefully the begging of building the world of tomorrow with the 
waste of today!
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